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2015 Golf

Winners

1st Place Team
Winning Score 57
Patrick Quilty
Bill Whitney
Alex Dupor
Adam Gavanain
Low Net Calloway
Winning Score 61
Matthew Dudley
David Prybil
Peter Schlax
Jaquelyn Melius
Longest Drive
Men: Tom Concannon
Women: Jaquelyn Melius
Closest to the Hole
Men: Patrick Quilty
Women: Jaquelyn Melius
Longest Putt
Men: Patrick Quilty
Women: Hon. Christen Bishop
Straightest Drive (All Players)
Jon Joanem
Obstacle Course
Shawn Burke
50/50 Raffle
William Stanczak Sr.
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Be Calm, Relax
Take Time for Yourself

I

realized when I sat
down to write this
month’s President’s
message that I really didn’t
have a topic or a theme to
write about. I went back
and looked at previous
editions of The Docket
from the month of August
(yes, I am a pack rat and
actually have almost every
Docket issue since 2009)
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but quickly realized that I
didn’t have any August editions of The Docket. How
could this be? Did I have
some sort of subconscious
problem with the August
edition? Is August the
forgotten month? It sure
seems that way sometimes,
doesn’t it?
August is the month
of the dog days of summer.
August is the month when
summer ends and school
begins (I know, summer
ends on September 23, but
ask my kids when summer
ends and they will beg to
differ). Many of us take our
vacations in August. The
Lake County Bar Association does not close its
doors and hang a “Gone
Fishing” sign in the window; yet, there is hardly
the amount of activity as
in other months. August
is generally the quietest
month in the courthouse,
if there is such a thing.
In my house, silence
and calm are both valued
and often brokered commodities. Many a time I
have tried to get my kids
to sit still, sit down, and

The

President’s
Page

be calm. I have tried to
explain to them the benefits of time spent being
quiet and calm. I have tried
to exalt the need for quiet
reflection, introspection
and sweet, sweet silence.
They still haven’t bought
it, and rightly so; they are
kids, and in a few short
weeks, they will be told to
be quiet about 10 times (or
in my son Nick’s case, 100
times) each day by their
teachers. We, however, are
not kids awaiting our new
teacher—we are professionals. We are professionals dealing with clients and
staff and judges, or with
other lawyers. During most
months we are not prone to
sit still, sit down, or to be
quiet. Most of the time we
are running around putting
out fires as other fires
start—we are stressed.

BY MICHAEL J.
ORI
Maybe I forgot August
because I didn’t want to
remember to be busy, to
be stressed. I wasn’t sure,
so I started looking more
closely at the month of
August. Surely, there must
be some national theme to
August? February is Black
History Month. April is
dedicated as Sexual Assault
Awareness Month. November is Native American
Heritage Month. In fact,
after conducting an extensive search of Wikipedia,
I found that each month
commemorates multiple
things—except August.
Poor August; poor forgotten August, with its hot
days and warm nights.
August: the month when
our children’s most important decision is whether they should eat their
popsicle before, during,

or after they play in the
sprinkler. I wasn’t satisfied
with this situation, so I dug
deeper. I found that there
are websites other than
Wikipedia, and also found
a list of each day of August
commemorating something. One such website
indicated that August 31 is
National “Love Litigating
Lawyers Day”! The description of this day reads: “Are
lawyers a necessary evil?
Celebrate the contribution
of lawyers to upholding a
civilized society on Love
Litigating Lawyers Day,
no matter how unpopular
we consider them to be.”
Touché internet. I guess
I shouldn’t take that too
personally; this is the same
website that says August
30 is “Toasted Marshmal-

low Day” and August 2 is
“Psychic Day.”
Without a clear indication of a legitimate commemoration in August, I
think we should commemorate a local tradition here
in Lake County. From this
point forward, let’s think
of August as the “Lake
County Remember-to-Relax Month.” This may
sound trivial, but frankly
it isn’t. We must remind
ourselves to relax; to take
a break. August’s hot days
and warm nights seem like
a really good time to do
this. We need to recharge,
because believe me, there
is a lot in store for us this
fall, winter and into the
next spring. Before the end
of August, the local firm of
Baizer, Kolar & Lewis PC is

sponsoring Ravinia night
on August 28, where we
will join together to watch
“Little Big Town,” enjoy
each other’s company, and
relax. September is packed
with activities: the Annual
Shred Event on September
11; the Criminal Law Seminar on September 17-18
in Milwaukee; a Probate
Guardian Ad Litem training, and a morning Coffee
Social in the Jury Assembly
room on September 18.
To all of you who just
can’t seem to sit still and
relax, don’t worry. There
is always work to do and
more will be forthcoming—of that, you can be
assured. Please, however,
consider the benefits of
being calm, of relaxing and
taking some time for your-

Welcome

New LCBA
Members
Attorney

Nils Wyosnick
The Davis Law Group

self. Remember, in a few
short weeks, you will be in
court embroiled in some
lengthy argument, and you
might just need the extra
energy then that some
relaxation will afford you. I
don’t know if you will heed
my advice, but if you want
to relax in style, I will be at
the LCBA office on August
30 celebrating “Toasted
Marshmallow Day” and enjoying myself! Have a great
rest of the summer!

2015 Criminal Law Seminar
September 17- 18, 2015
8.0 Hours CLE Credit

Hilton Milwaukee City Center

509 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI
414-935-5940
Group Name: Lake County Bar Association
Room Rate: $149 per night
Register by August 31, 2015 and save $25 off the standard tuition.
Thursday

12:30 - 2:00
1:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:30

Lunch provided
Seminar (4 CLE hours)
Reception in the Monarch Lounge @ Milwaukee Hilton

Friday

7:15 - 9:15
8:00 - 12:00
12:00

Breakfast provided
Seminar (4 CLE hours)
Conclusion

This year the seminar materials will be distributed electronically. If you prefer a hard-copy of the materials, be sure to
select this option during registration.
Register online at www.lakebar.org, remember to sign-in to receive member discount!
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Containing the Dragon

O

ne of the effects
that working in the
varied areas of the
law and within the justice
system has upon nearly
every attorney, judge, court
reporter, law enforcement
officer, court clerk, and
paralegal is that the longer
you do it, the higher your

Pro Bono

Thank You

These attorneys accepted
Pro Bono cases through
Prairie State Legal Services.

Ann Conroy
Jacqueline
Herrara Giron
Thad Gruchot
Michelle Mancias
Michael Strauss
To volunteer, please contact
Susan Perlman at:
sperlman@pslegal.org or
847-662-6925
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threshold for shock or
surprise becomes. One
surprise for me was
seeing statistics a few
years ago showing that
the number of deaths in
Illinois on a yearly basis
attributed to drug overdose
now exceeds the number of
deaths attributed to motor
vehicle accidents. Another
discovery that came to me
just the other day was just
as surprising. Although
it was pleasantly surprising, this news item was
also sobering information
because it brought home
the deadly trends and
potential consequences of
heroin and other opioid
use in our Lake County
communities. Few of us
are shocked anymore when
we hear that, over a given
weekend, there have been
25 or more shootings in
Cook County which killed
10 or 12 people, including
little children who were in
the line of fire. Few of us
are shocked or surprised
when we hear that there
was a murder the night
before in Zion, North
Chicago or Waukegan. Few
of us are shocked anymore
that the use of heroin and
other opioids is soaring.
What did surprise me,

The

Chief Judge’s
Page
BY CHIEF JUDGE
JOHN T. PHILLIPS
however, was that in one
48-hour period of the July
4th weekend, five individuals in Lake County who
would otherwise be dead
and buried because of their
ingestion of heroin were
revived by first-responding
police officers in separate
areas of the county who
administered a proper
dose of Naloxone that
literally brought each of
the overdose victims back
from the brink of death.
Good news, yes, but scarily
shocking nonetheless that,
but for this new, nearly
county-wide, initiative,
five more names would
have been added to the
ever-growing list of overdose deaths over a single
weekend. Not a month
goes by on the 2nd or 4th
floors of the Lake County
Courthouse where a pending case is not dismissed
because the defendant

has died, with the cause
of death in the certificate
that is filed with the court
being related in some way
to a drug overdose. Most
Assistant State’s Attorneys,
Assistant Public Defenders, and criminal defense
attorneys in private practice practicing in our 19th
Circuit could likely share
more sad stories than we
could handle about people
that they saw in court or
spoke to the day before
that never lived to have
their case resolved because
of heroin or other opioids.
While it is no surprise that
drug overdose deaths have
been rising for at least the
past two decades, deaths
from heroin use are actually up by nearly 39%. In
2012, 5,927 people died after using heroin in the U.S.
That number increased to
8,260 deaths in 2013. The
numbers continue to rise

everywhere, and it is impossible to avoid the simple truth that heroin and
other opioid prevalence is
as endemic here in Lake
County as it is throughout
the country.
Naloxone (trade name
– Narcan) has been around
since the 60s and the drug
received FDA approval in
the early 70s. Among other
uses, it counters the effects
that opioids and other
narcotics have in depressing the central nervous
system and the respiratory
system. For years this drug
has been in the hands of
paramedics for appropriate
use when responding to
emergency calls. One of
the items that LCBA member and State’s Attorney
Mike Nerheim had at the
top of his “must do” list
upon first being elected
to serve as Lake County’s
State’s Attorney, was to find
a way to prevent overdose
deaths like those he had
encountered as an Assistant State’s Attorney and
one in particular that he
tragically encountered with
the unexpected overdose
death of a young, energetic,
and promising individual who he was defending
while in private practice.
To Mike, it made sense that
law enforcement officers
are typically the first to
arrive on the scene of every
type of emergency call.
By already being on the
streets of our communities,
police officers are typically
a lot closer to the location
of the distress call and in
close contact with the 911
dispatcher. Their arrival at
the scene, where an unresponsive overdose victim is
discovered to be at or near
death, usually is minutes
ahead of paramedics and

everyone else. In the case
of a drug overdose, there
is no time to spare. Trying
to find a way to curb the
rising number of overdose
deaths in Lake County,
attempting to help the
families that suffer because
of the addiction of a family
member, and seeking to
assist in the search to find
ways to deal effectively
with the cycle of addiction,
Mike put together a group
called the “Lake County
Opioid Initiative” (LCOI).
This occurred within
months of his taking his
oath of office in 2013. He
brought school officials,
county and municipal law
enforcement, Lake County
and municipal government
officials, treatment providers, community groups,
family members, and
anyone else who wanted to
help together as the LCOI.
Dividing into working
committees under Mike’s
leadership, the LCOI took
on many seemingly impossible initiatives, including
Mike’s idea of getting
Naloxone into the hands
of Law Enforcement first
responders who would
likely have the best chance
of saving or restoring the
life of an overdose victim.
He also reached out to
Lake County drug manufacturers and pharmaceutical companies. Mike
was able to bring the Law
Enforcement Community
on board quickly and with
the convincing help of
Lake County Sheriff Mark
Curran, Under Sheriff Ray
Rose, and Round Lake
Park Police Chief George
Filenko, the Lake County
Chiefs of Police Association became supportive of
the idea. The collaborative
work in the LCOI saw the

Lake County Health Department, members of the
Lake County Board, educators, police agencies, fire
departments, parents of
overdose victims, community treatment providers,
and many others discussing and researching difficult liability, training, and
cost issues side-by-side.
A local pharmaceutical
company donated a supply
of the drug. Even before
the liability issues were
settled, several police agencies, including the Lake
County Sheriff, concluded
that “it was the right thing
to do” and quickly began
training programs with
the assistance of the Lake
County Health Department. Results were immediate. Naloxone in the
hands of law enforcement
officers was saving several
lives each month. Without
counting the five “saves”
over the July 4th weekend,
the lives of over 20 overdose victims have been
restored, thanks to the
work of Mike Nerheim and
the Lake County Opioid
Initiative, and, amazingly,
HB 001, “the Heroin Crisis
Act,” which came out of the
LCOI’s work and passed
both the Illinois House and
the Senate. It awaits the
Governor’s signature.
I have always liked
almost all of the songs of
the long running group
Steely Dan, but I have
always hated a particular
song from their “Gaucho”
album. “Time out of mind,”
although musically incredible, has always made
me angry with its heroin
center. The song’s chorus
is unfortunately a familiar
one that is easily identified
and remembered when you
hear it:

Tonight when I chase
the dragon,
the water may change
to cherry wine,
and the silver will turn
to gold.
Time out of mind.
Regardless of whether
you believe that “chasing
the dragon” means the pursuit of the ultimate high,
inhaling the vapor from
heated morphine, heroin,
oxycodone, or opium, or
something totally different,
heroin is not going to go
away. The LCOI continues
its work and one continuing initiative is immediately providing the surviving
overdose victims and their
families with resources
for follow-up treatment.
The Behavioral Treatment Court Collaborative
(BHTCC) – certainly a real
mouthful to pronounce –
is part of a grant program
that we in the 19th Circuit
are working on with our
court partners. Among the
concepts being explored is
a proposal to begin another
Problem Solving Court that
would take its place beside
our Drug Court, Mental
Health Court, and Veterans
Court, with the focus being
on educating, helping and
perhaps even changing
the behavior of those who
are willing to risk it all by
using heroin and opioids.
All of us need to take some
part in at least trying to
“contain” the dragon. If you
want to help, maybe Mike
Nerheim and the LCOI
have something that would
interest you. As we get further along with the concept
and possibility of another
Problem Solving Court, I
will probably have some
“reaching out” to do, too.
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Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy
Days of Summer

R

oll out those lazy,
hazy, crazy days of
summer
Those days of soda and
pretzels and beer
Roll out those lazy,
hazy, crazy days of
summer
Dust off the sun and
moon and sing a
song of cheer
Just fill your basket full
of sandwiches and
weenies
Then lock the house up,
now you’re set…
Sung by Nat King Cole
Songwriters: Tobias/
Bradtke/Carste
Board of Trustees
Melanie K. Rummel
President
Carey J. Schiever
Vice President
Joann M. Fratianni
Secretary
Mark B. Peavey
Treasurer

Carlton R. Marcyan
Immediate Past President
Michael G. Nerheim
Michael J. Waller
Marjorie I. Sher
Brian J. Wanca
Phillip A. Bock
Fredric B. Lesser
Scott B. Gibson
Steven P. McCollum
Jennifer J. Howe
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During the lazy, hazy,
crazy days of August
many of us will be doing
just that, locking up the
house and leaving for the
northwoods, Lake Geneva,
Maine, New Hampshire,
the Adirondacks, Cape Cod
or … you name your favorite place. These places are
all wonderful, get us out
into nature and probably
are filled with great family
memories as well. But as
I recently rediscovered,
there are special places
right here in Lake County that are equally lovely,
not nearly as remote, and
accessible to all of us any
time of the year either for
a family excursion, a bike
ride, or just someplace to
take a walk and clear one’s
mind of the day’s concerns.
This May, I, along with
some of my high school
friends, participated in the
Des Plaines River Canoe
and Kayak Marathon. It is
the second oldest continual canoe race in the
United States, covering 18.5
miles of the Des Plaines
River from Libertyville
to Prospect Heights and
traveling through some of
the most picturesque forest
preserves in Lake County.

BY MELANIE K. RUMMEL
PRESIDENT
The Lake County portion
was in the Des Plaines
River Greenway, a chain
of preserves (including
MacArthur Woods, Daniel
Wright Woods, Ryerson
Woods and Cahokia Flats
in the southern portion)
which follows the Des
Plaines River from the
Wisconsin border all the
way to Cook County, and
contains 33 miles of trails.
The beauty was stunning!
It gave me a new appreciation for the beauty right
here in our county. Having
just traveled the Amazon
River this spring, there
were portions which were
equal in beauty and, had
it not been the day of the
Marathon, would have
probably given the same
sense of peace, tranquility
and natural wonderment.
(In the interest of full
disclosure, none of us were

truly competitive in the
Marathon. For me, it was a
four hour and twenty-two
minute paddle.)
So if your August vacation does not include an
out-of-town destination,
enjoy the many beautiful
forest preserves in our own
county – a staycation! I
don’t think you will be disappointed, and even better,
you’ve already paid for it
through your tax dollars!
Independence Grove
is like a resort in our
backyard! Here one can
rent pedal boats, canoes,
kayaks, stand up paddle
boards, fishing boats and
motors and even a pontoon
boat to use on the 115 acre
lake. Don’t sweat the bait;
that is also available! There
is even a Thursday night
summer concert series
starting at 7:30.
If you haven’t been to

the Ft. Sheridan Preserve,
do yourself a favor and go!
With the exception of Zion
Beach State Park, it is the
only nature preserve in the
county on the shores of
Lake Michigan. It contains vistas, ravines, birds,
and species usually found
only further north of our
borders.
The 670 acre Middlefork Savanna in Lake Forest
contains 25 acres of one
of the highest quality tall
grass savannas in North
America. It makes for an
incredible bike ride or
walk. A bridge restoration
is planned that will connect this preserve through
Mettawa to MacArthur
Woods and into the Des
Plaines River Greenway.
You can connect through
here into the North Branch
Bike Trail and ride all the
way into Chicago! Visit
the City of Lake Forest’s
Wildlife Discovery Center
at the entrance, where you
will see reptiles, raptors,
and even a bobcat.
Other preserves such
as Rollins Savanna, Old
School Forest Preserve,
Van Patten Woods and Ryerson Woods also provide
great hiking and biking
opportunities and a chance
to reconnect to nature and

in some cases, with history.
The Lakewood Forest
Preserve in Wauconda is
home to the Lake County
Discovery Museum. There
you can visit the Vortex
Roller Coaster Theater,
a ten minute thrill ride
through 10,000 years of
Lake County history. Really! The Lakewood Preserve
also provides hiking, biking and horse trails, fishing
ponds and picnic shelters.
So no matter what your
lazy, hazy, crazy August
plans are, try to include a
visit to some of the beautiful parts of our own county
as well.
My favorite verse from
the song is:
Don’t hafta tell a girl
and fella about a
drive-in
Or some romantic
movie scene
Right from the moment
that those lovers
start arrivin’
You’ll see more kissin’
in the cars than on
the screen
When was the last time
you went to a drive-in movie? Enjoy the last month of
summer! Relax, refresh and
recharge!

Over 500 LCBA
Members Participated
25 years since the last one
The 2015 LCBA Membership
Composite has arrived
Purchase your copy today!

Articles Needed

DOCKET
Editorial Board

The Docket Editorial Committee is in
need of articles for upcoming issues.
Please submit any articles to Michael
Strauss at straussfamilylaw@aol.com
August 2015
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Illinois Supreme Court Rejects Constitutional
Challenges to Statutory Real Estate Document
Recording Fees, Preserving Funding for
Affordable Housing Subsidies

O

BY JEFFREY BERMAN

n May 21, 2015, the Illinois Supreme Court handed down its decision in Marks v.
Vanderventer,1 reversing a decision of the Lake County Circuit Court, and holding that a state law requiring county Recorders of Deeds to collect a $10 Rental
Housing Support Program surcharge is constitutional. In doing so, it maintained a critical source of funding intended to help provide affordable housing to low-income families
throughout Illinois, as a portion of the surcharge subsidizes the rent that many tenants
have to pay.
The Rental Housing Support (“RHS”) Program Act
was enacted by the General Assembly in 2005.2 The RHS
program is a state-funded rental assistance program that
provides subsidies to qualifying tenants living in Rental
Housing Support units across Illinois. The surcharge enacted in section 3-5018 of the Counties
Code was intended to fund the proJeffrey Berman, of
gram.3
the law firm of
Anderson + Wanca,
When enacted, section 3-5018
has extensive
required county Recorders of Deeds to
experience in
complex
collect a $10 surcharge, or fee, for the
commercial
recordation of any real estate-related
litigation and
insurance
document. The statute provided that
coverage matters
$9 of the surcharge was to be submitin state and
federal courts
ted to the State for purposes of the

1
2
3

8

2015 IL 116226.
310 ILCS 105/1, et seq. (2012).
2015 IL 116226, ¶20.
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Rental Housing Support Program. The remaining $1 was
to be retained by the county in which it was collected and
deposited into the county’s general revenue fund.4 Of the
$1 retained by the County, 50 cents was to be allocated “for
the costs of administering the Rental Housing Support
Program State surcharge and any other
lawful expenditures for the operation
of the office of the recorder and . . . not
[to] be appropriated or expended for
any other purpose.”5
Section 3-5018 was later amended by the legislature, effective March
22, 2013.6 As amended, Section 3-5018
imposes a $9 Rental Housing Support
Program surcharge, to be collected

across the
country in the
areas of Insurance, Insurance Coverage &
Reinsurance Law. He presently serves as a
member of The Docket Committee.

4
5
6

55 ILCS 5/3-5018 (2010).
2015 IL 116226, ¶5.
55 ILCS 5/3-5018 (2013).

by the Recorder and submitted to the State. A separate
provision requires the Recorder to charge a $1 fee for the
recordation of any real estate-related document, 50 cents
of which is to be deposited in the county’s general revenue fund, and 50 cents of which is to be deposited in the
recorder’s automation fund.7
The goals of the legislation can be found in the General Assembly’s legislative findings, enacted at the same time
as the amended version of Section 3-5018:

State by providing an option for affordable rental housing should they one day face foreclosure,
and (iv) tenants who participate in the program
by providing them with rental assistance and the
ability to achieve financial stability so that they are
able to become property owners themselves. It is
the purpose of this Act to create a State program to
help localities address the need for decent, affordable, permanent rental housing.8

The General Assembly finds that in many parts
of this State, large numbers of citizens are faced
with the inability
to secure affordable
rental housing. Due
to either insufficient
wages or a shortage
of affordable rental
housing stock, or
both, many families
have difficulty securing decent housing,
are subjected to
overcrowding, pay
too large a portion of
their total monthly
income for housing
and consequently
suffer the lack of
other basic needs,
live in substandard or unhealthy housing, or
experience chronic housing instability. Instability
and inadequacy in housing limits the employability and productivity of many citizens, adversely
affects family health and stress levels, and impedes
children’s ability to learn; such instability produces
corresponding drains on public resources and contributes to an overall decline in real estate values.
Unaffordable rental rates lead to frequent tenant
turnover and difficulty filling vacancies, resulting
in unstable income streams for rental property
owners, the limited ability of owners to properly maintain their properties, substandard rental
housing, and greater rates of foreclosure. High
tenant turnover, poorly maintained properties,
vacant and abandoned properties, and overcrowded housing negatively impact the safety and health
of communities and the real estate values within
such communities. Among others, the program
created by this Act benefits (i) all individuals who
record real estate related documents by helping to
stabilize real estate values in the State, (ii) rental
property owners by subsidizing the portion of
rent that many of their tenants are unable to pay,
(iii) those individuals who own real estate in the

In Marks v. Vanderventer, Plaintiffs Jason and Lauren
Marks filed a class action lawsuit in the Circuit Court of
the Nineteenth Judicial
Circuit, Lake County, against Mary Ellen
Vanderventer, Recorder
of Deeds of Lake County,
and Lake County itself,
challenging the constitutionality of the original
version of the surcharge
statute. Plaintiffs alleged
that the original statute
created an unconstitutional “fee office” in violation of Article VII, Section
9(a), of the Illinois Constitution.9 Plaintiffs also
alleged that the original
statute violated the equal
protection and due process clauses of the state constitution,10 as well as the uniformity clause.11 Plaintiffs requested
relief in the form of a refund of the surcharges paid by
them, exemplary damages, attorney fees, and costs.12 After
the statute was amended, Plaintiffs filed an amended complaint challenging the $9 surcharge on due process, equal
protection, and uniformity grounds.13
In the circuit court, Plaintiffs argued that the $1 portion of the $10 surcharge retained by the county pursuant
to the original version of Section 3-5018 violated the constitutional proscription against “fee offices.”14 They alleged
that, “[b]y permitting a portion of these fees to be taken
and kept by each Recorder of Deeds as part of the collection process, this taking or ‘skimming off’ as it has been
termed by the Illinois Supreme Court violates the prohibition against creation of a fee office prohibited by Article
VII, Section 9(a).”15
A “fee office,” whereby the compensation of officers
and employees, and office expenses, are paid from the fees

“In Marks, …the Illinois
Supreme Court reaffirmed
that in more typical
disputes it will defer to the
rational goals and objectives
of the legislature..”

7

Id.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

310 ILCS 105/5 (2012) (amended by Pub. Act 98-5, § 10 (eff.
Mar. 22, 2012)), quoted in 2015 IL 116226, ¶20.
Ill. Const. 1970, Art. VII, § 9(a).
Ill. Const. 1970, Art. I, § 2.
Ill. Const. 1970, Art. IX, § 2.
2015 IL 116226, ¶3.
2015 IL 116226, ¶6.
2015 IL 116226, ¶10.
2015 IL 116226, ¶10.
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collected, is prohibited by Article VII, Section 9(a), of the
Illinois Constitution of 1970:
Compensation of officers and employees and
the office expenses of units of local government
shall not be paid from fees collected. Fees may be
collected as provided by law and by ordinance and
shall be deposited upon receipt with the treasurer
of the unit. Fees shall not be based upon funds disbursed or collected, nor upon the levy or extension
of taxes.16
This provision is also intended to prevent a local governmental unit from retaining, or “skimming off,” a portion
of taxes collected for another taxing body as a fee for the
service of collecting those taxes.17
The uniformity clause of the state Constitution provides that “[i]n any law classifying the subjects or objects of
non-property taxes or fees, the classes shall be reasonable
and the subjects and objects within each class shall be taxed
uniformly.”18 To survive a uniformity clause challenge, a
“nonproperty tax classification must (1) be based on a real
and substantial difference between the people taxed and
those not taxed, and (2) bear some reasonable relationship
to the object of the legislation or to public policy.”19
In Marks, the circuit court certified a class of plaintiffs
required to pay the fee for recording real estate-related
documents, and a class of defendants consisting of the
County Recorders of Deeds throughout the state. Plaintiffs
then filed a motion for partial summary judgment, seeking
a declaration that the statute is unconstitutional.
The circuit court granted the summary judgment motion. It held, first, that the original statute created an impermissible fee office, thus, was unconstitutional on its face.20
It further held that the amended version was unconstitutional based on violations of the due process and uniformity
clauses of the Illinois Constitution.21 In particular, the court
found that the claimed benefit of the general improvement
16
17
18
19
20
21

Ill. Const. 1970, Art. VII, § 9(a); 2015 IL 116226, ¶12.
2015 IL 116226, ¶13.
Ill. Const. 1970, Art. IX, § 2.
2015 IL 116226, ¶19.
2015 IL 116226, ¶¶5, 10.
2015 IL 116226, ¶6.

of real estate values bears no relation to the limited class
of persons who are forced to bear the burden of the fee.22
Instead, the court found that the burden of funding the
program “more properly belongs on the backs of the entire
population and not this class who does not cause or contribute to the ‘evil’ which the State intends to remedy.”23 The
court lastly held that section 3-5018 violated the uniformity
clause because there was no evidence that ownership of real
property contributed to the high cost of rental housing, or
that providing rental assistance would specifically benefit
those who acquire title to real property.24
Defendants appealed both rulings directly to the
Illinois Supreme Court pursuant to Supreme Court Rule
302(a)(1).25 In its decision, the Supreme Court rejected
each of the Constitutional challenges asserted by the
Plaintiffs, and, having done so, reversed the judgment of
the Circuit Court.
The Marks Court first addressed the “fee office” challenge to the original version of the statute. The Circuit
Court had concluded the statute was unconstitutional
solely on that basis.26 The Supreme Court began by reviewing prior decisions in which it had found violations of the
provision. These included a statute that allowed a Sheriff’s
Office to retain a portion of the proceeds from sales of
property made through the execution of a judgment as
compensation for services provided.27 Another involved
a unit of local government that was allowed to retain a
portion of taxes collected for another taxing body as a fee
for the service of collecting those taxes.28 In contrast to the
discussed examples, the Court found that RHS Program
Act section 3-5018 does not violate the prohibition against
fee offices.29 It observed that the statute’s specific direction
that $1 of surcharge be deposited in a county’s general revenue fund “is consistent with the second sentence of [Article VII] Section 9(a), which provides that fees collected
by county officers ‘shall be deposited upon receipt with the
treasurer of the [local governmental] unit.’”30 The Court
also noted that Section 3-5018 directs the county to apply
50 cents from each dollar for administering the surcharge
and for “any other lawful expenditures for the operation of
the office of the recorder.”31 As such, the Court concluded,
the “statute not only directs the recorder to deposit the
dollar with the county treasurer but sets forth directions
on how the county may spend the dollar.”32 The recorder
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
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2015 IL 116226, ¶22.
Id.
2015 IL 116226, ¶23.
2015 IL 116226, ¶1.
2015 IL 116226, ¶10.
2015 IL 116226, ¶12, discussing DeBruyn v. Elrod, 84 Ill.2d 128
(1981).
2015 IL 116226, ¶¶13-14, discussing City of Joliet v. Bosworth,
64 Ill.2d 516 (1976); Schlessinger v. Olsen, 102 Ill.2d 497
(1984); Saltiel v. Olsen, 77 Ill.2d 23 (1979); and Goldstein v.
Rosewell, 65 Ill.2d 325 (1976).
2015 IL 116226, ¶15.
Id.
Id.
Id.

of deeds neither retains the dollar nor has discretion to determine how it is spent. Thus, according to the Court, “the
recorder acts merely as a conduit to the county treasurer,
which is not a violation of the fee office prohibition.”33
In addition, the Court held that “Section 3-5018 does
not violate the prohibition in Article VII, Section 9(a),
against the “skimming” of funds belonging to another governmental entity.”34 According to the Court, “Section 3-5018
did not authorize county recorders to retain a percentage of
the funds they collected under other statutory provisions.”35
Rather, “the General Assembly clearly provided for a legislative allocation of $9 to be submitted to the State and a
separate allocation of $1 to be retained by the county.”36 This,
the Court held, does not constitute a fee for the collection of
taxes imposed by another governmental body.”37
The Supreme Court next turned to the circuit court’s
conclusion that the amended version of the statute violated the Uniformity Clause.38 The Marks Court first observed that a uniformity challenge fails if the non-property
tax classification is based on a real and substantial difference between the people taxed and those not taxed, as well
as bears some reasonable relationship to the object of the
legislation or to public policy.”39 It further stated that this
determination “is a narrow inquiry” and the Court “will
uphold a taxing classification as long as ‘a set of facts ‘can
be reasonably conceived that would sustain it’.”40
After reviewing the purpose of the legislation as
reflected in the legislative findings, the Supreme Court
found “a reasonable relationship between the individuals
subjected to the Rental Housing Support Program surcharge and the object of the legislation.”41 In reaching its
conclusion, it found:
The surcharge applies to parties who record real
estate-related documents. It is reasonable to conclude that parties who have a legal interest in real
estate will benefit from the stable and improved
property values created by the program, in ways
that the general public may not. In addition, owners of rental property may stand to benefit from a
reduction in vacancies and a more certain revenue
stream.42
The Court specifically rejected the argument, that
formed the basis of the circuit court’s opinion that the
claimed benefit of the general improvement of real estate
values bore no relation to the limited class of persons who
were forced to bear the burden of the fee, concluding that
the circuit court misconstrued the standard by which
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

courts evaluate uniformity challenges.43 The operative
inquiry, as repeated by the Supreme Court, is not whether
there is perfect reciprocity between payment of the tax and
distribution of the tax, but rather only whether the taxing
classification bears “some reasonable relationship” to the
object or purpose of the tax.44
The Court also rejected the finding that Section 3-5018
violated the uniformity clause based on a lack of evidence
that ownership of real property contributes to the high
cost of rental housing, or that providing rental assistance
would specifically benefit those who acquire title to real
property.45 The Supreme Court held the General Assembly has no such evidentiary burden and is not required to
produce facts in support of its justification for the statute.46 Instead, “once the governmental entity has offered
a reason for its classification, the plaintiff has the burden
to show that the defendant’s explanation is insufficient as
a matter of law or unsupported by the facts.”47 Since the
Marks Plaintiffs failed to meet that burden, the Supreme
Court held they failed to prove a uniformity violation.48
43
44
45
46
47
48

2015 IL 116226, ¶22, discussing Grand Chapter, Order of the
Eastern Star of the State of Illinois v. Topinka, 2015 IL 117083.
2015 IL 116226, ¶22, quoting Grand Chapter, 2015 IL 117083 at ¶15.
2015 IL 116226, ¶23.
2015 IL 116226, ¶23, citing Wirtz v. Quinn, 2011 IL 111903.
2015 IL 116226, ¶23.
Id.

AT THE COURTHOUSE
Join us in the Jury Assembly Room
for a FREE cup of coffee before court.

8:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
Friday, September 25
Friday, October 23

Id.
2015 IL 116226, ¶16.
2015 IL 116226, ¶17.
Id.
Id.
2015 IL 116226, ¶19.
Id.
Id.
2015 IL 116226, ¶21.
Id.
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The Supreme Court also rebuffed the conclusion
that the statute violated the due process clause of the
state Constitution.49 In its analysis, the Court rejected the
Plaintiffs’ contention that the statute qualified for strict
scrutiny, and thus engaged in a rational basis review.50
Applying that test, the Court rejected Plaintiffs’ argument
that the surcharge is “unsupported and unsupportable
and irrational.”51 To the contrary, the Court found that by
“helping provide affordable housing to low-income Illinois
families throughout the State, the statute provides needed
housing security to Illinois residents.”52 Further, “by providing financial stability to vulnerable residents, lowering
tenant turnover by subsidizing rents, and providing a more
stable income stream to landlords, the statute decreases the number of vacant and abandoned buildings and
increases the opportunities for building owners to maintain their property [which] improves property values.”53
The Court thus concluded that the statute bears a rational
relationship to the legitimate goals of providing affordable
rental housing and the maintenance and improvement of
property values.54 Accordingly, it found the surcharge “rea49
50
51
52
53
54
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Ill. Const. 1970, Art. IX, § 2.
2015 IL 116226, ¶¶25-26.
2015 IL 116226, ¶27.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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sonably related to legitimate government interests and,
therefore, survives rational basis review.”55
Other decisions on the constitutionality of statutory
enactments, or more specifically the unconstitutionality of
pension reform legislation, have dominated recent headlines and editorial pages. In Marks, however, the Illinois
Supreme Court reaffirmed that in more typical disputes it
will defer to the rational goals and objectives of the legislature. It moreover reconfirmed that a legislative body will
not bear an extraordinary evidentiary burden to justify its
enactments and is not required to produce facts in support
of its justification for the statute. Rather, once a justification is offered, it is the challenger who bears the burden
of showing that the explanation is insufficient as a matter
of law. In Marks v. Vanderventer the Court concludes both
that the statute is reasonably related to a rational purpose,
and the Plaintiffs could not prove the justification was
insufficient. Accordingly, the Court found the statute to be
constitutionally permissible.
55

Id. The Court also rejected the Plaintiffs’ arguments related
to the equal protection clause. First concluding that it need to
reach the issue, the Court nevertheless observed that the uniformity clause imposes more stringent limitations than the equal
protection clause and, therefore, since the tax is constitutional
under the uniformity clause it also is constitutional under the
equal protection clause. Id. at ¶29.
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Sibling Visitation

Statutory Support for Maintaining Bonds of the
Modern Family Relationships

C

BY NANCY CHAUSOW SHAFER

hildren create familial bonds as a result of the proximity commonly established
through blood relationships and also as a result of a common history and the
memories resulting from the experience of living together. Undoubtedly, given the
frequency of blended families in our society, there are many situations where the strongest of bonds can be formed between children who live together as siblings whether or
not they are full, half, step, or adopted. Some mental health experts have described the
sibling relationship as possibly “longer lasting and more influential than any other.”1

Indeed, the importance of sibling relationships is also What can be done to protect these relationships from the
fickle whims of the conflicting divorcees? Sibling visitawell recognized by our courts, as “[a] sibling relationship
tion. The Illinois Marriage and Dissocan be an independent emotionally
Nancy
lution Act Section 5/607 provides for
supportive factor for children in ways
Chausow
sibling visitation. The Act provides
quite distinctive from other relaShafer,
siblings – defined as brothers, sisters,
tionships, and there are benefits and
CHAUSOW
stepbrothers and stepsisters – with
SHAFER, PC,
experiences that a child reaps from a
standing to file a petition asking the
of Highland
relationship with his or her brother(s)
Park IL,
court to grant sibling visitation, deor sister(s) which truly cannot be deconcentrates
fined as time, in person or facilitated
2
rived from any other.”
in Matrimonial
through electronic communication.3
So, what becomes of these bonds
Law: Litigation,
Imagine the following situation:
when the marriage creating the conMediation and Collaboration. A
Husband
(H) and Wife (W) are difocus of her energies is to increase
ditions of sibling contact dissolves?
vorcing.
They
have one child together,
the education of professionals and
Catherine.
H
adopted
W’s child from
the public on process options for
1
T.R. v. L.R., 2008 WL 4820799, *5 (N.J.
2
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Super. Ct. App. Div. Nov. 7, 2008).
L. v. G. 497 A.2d 215, 220 (N.J. Super.
Ct. Ch. Div. 1985).
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divorce. Nancy is a frequent speaker
at CLE programs.

3

Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of
Marriage Act 750 ILCS 5/607 (2013).

a prior marriage, Carlton. W then gives birth to a third
child, Caroline. H is not the father of Caroline. H gets
custody of Catherine. H files a petition for sibling visitation between Caroline and Catherine.4 If the petitioning
sibling is also a minor, a GAL, Child Representative, parent, or general guardian may bring the action on behalf
of the minor.
Imagine an alternative scenario: Husband (H) and
Wife (W) are divorcing. H has a child Adam (A) from a
prior marriage, age 6. H and W have one child together,
Ben (B) from the current marriage, age 5. At the time the
divorce is filed, they have been married for five years. W
has raised A since before his first birthday. A and B have
always been close siblings. During the divorce, H refuses
to allow W to visit with A. Wife has no direct right to visitation. If W files a petition for sibling visitation on behalf
of B, there are additional complications. Does the mother
of A have to agree to the
petition? What happens
if the court has not yet
determined custody of
the petitioning minor,
B? Can either parent of
A or either parent of B
then bring the action?
Probably. Provided that
one parent of the minor
child of whom visitation
is sought consents to
the visitation, a former stepparent can seek visitation on
behalf of the stepsibling. What are the implications for
best interests analysis?
In order for a court to consider the sibling petition,
certain conditions must be present. First, the child that is
the subject of the visitation should be at least one year of
age. Second, the petitioning sibling must file the petition
in the county in which the child resides. Third, there
must be an unreasonable denial of visitation by a parent
and at least one of the following conditions in existence:

having visitation with the child; or
• the child is born out of wedlock, the parents are not
living together, and the movant is a sibling of the
child (and if it is a “paternal sibling” seeking visitation, then paternity must have been established by
a court of competent jurisdiction).5
If these conditions are established, the petitioning
sibling carries the burden to overcome the rebuttable
presumption that a fit parent’s actions and decisions
regarding sibling visitation are not harmful to the child’s
mental, physical, or emotional health.
Courts must consider the following factors when
determining whether to grant visitation: the child’s
preference if of sufficient maturity to express one; the
mental and physical health of the child and the sibling;
the length and quality of the prior relationship; the good
faith of the filing party; the good faith of the person
denying visitation; the
quantity of visitation time
requested and the potential adverse impact on
child’s customary activities; whether the child
resided with the petitioner
for at least 6 consecutive
months with or without
the current custodian present; whether the petitioner
had frequent or regular
contact or visitation with the child for at least 12 consecutive months; any other fact that establishes that the loss
of the relationship between the petitioner and the child
is likely to harm the child’s mental , physical, or emotional health; and whether the sibling was a primary caretaker of the child for a period of not less than 6 consecutive
months.
Once a court grants a petition for sibling visitation,
there are only two ways to modify or terminate the visitation order. First, if someone files an adoption petition
after the visitation order, the termination of visitation
automatically occurs by operation of law when the court
enters an order terminating parental rights or granting
the adoption of the child (however, if the person adopting the child is related to the child, any sibling who
was related to the child prior to the adoption shall have
standing to bring an requesting visitation with the child).
Second, provided no adoption or termination of parental
rights has occurred, the burden is shifted to the party
seeking to modify the visitation. While a child’s parent
may always petition to modify visitation upon changed
circumstances when necessary to promote the child’s

“What can be done to
protect these relationships
from the fickle whims of
the conflicting divorcees?
Sibling visitation.”

• the other parent must be deceased or missing for at
least three months;
• a parent of the child must be incompetent as a matter of law;
• one parent has been incarcerated in jail or prison
during the three months preceding the filing;
• the child’s parents are divorced or legally separated or there is another court proceeding involving
custody or visitation of the child (other than any
adoption proceeding of an unrelated child) and
at least one parent does not object to the sibling
4

See In re Marriage of Nienhouse, 355 Ill.App.3d 146 (1st Dist.
2004).

5

Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act 750 ILCS
5/607(a-5)(1) (2013)
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best interests, there are hurdles to overcome. There are
restrictions on timing. There should be no motion to
modify the visitation before two years after the date the
order was filed unless the court allows the motion on
the basis that affidavits establish that the child’s present
environment may endanger seriously the child’s mental,
physical, or emotional health. Additionally, the standard
is high. The court shall not modify an order unless it
finds by clear and convincing evidence, upon the basis of
facts that have arisen since the prior visitation order or
that were unknown to the court at the time of the entry
of the prior visitation, that a change has occurred in the

circumstances of the child or his or her custodian, and
that the modification is necessary to protect the mental,
physical, or emotional health of the child. In that instance, the court’s decision must recite specific findings
of fact in support of its modification or termination of
the sibling visitation.
Additional deterrents to using a motion to modify sibling visitation solely as a strategic litigation tool
exists. Indeed, a court must assess attorney fees and costs
against a party seeking modification if the court finds
that the modification action is vexatious and constitutes
harassment.

Speakers needed
2015-2016 Brown Bag
CLE Programs
Are you interested in earning
extra CLE credits?
Do you like to entertain a crowd?
Do you have a topic you want
to share with others?
Sign-up today to present
a brown bag CLE program!
CLE Brown Bags are held
monthly at the LCBA office
from 12:15-1:15 p.m.
Contact Virginia at
(847) 505-7101 or
virginia@lakebar.org
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Not So Back to Basics
The Sky’s the Limit!

J

BY ALAN PEARLMAN

ust exactly how often have you sat down at a meeting, four-way conference or a particular settlement conference and said to yourself, “They really are talking fast and I
need to get this all down for the written agreement.” Alternatively, you are before the
court and the judge is dictating what you should be putting in the order – but you are
unable to write it all down that quickly! Well, anyone who has tried to do this and especially anyone using a tablet computer or the like, will tell you that the task is not that
simple.

Now the people at Livescribe (www.livescribe.com)
Users can play back precise moments of the audio by
have made the pen mightier than the computer, in a
touching the pen to the corresponding spot in the handsmall way, that is. They have created the Sky wifi smartwritten notes. Prospective purchasers should be aware,
pen, a pen with a tiny computer inside that records notes
however, that most courthouses have rules that forbid
written on a special microdot paper. Then the notes are
the recording of any court proceedings including judges’
sent wirelessly to a personal account
rulings by any devices. Audio recordin the cloud through a partnership
ing of meetings and/or lectures may
Alan Pearlman
with Evernote, the latest new digital
require special consent by the attendhas been
archive service.
ees or permission of the presenter(s)
practicing
You can get the pen in two modas well.
Family Law
els: (1) with four gigabytes of memory;
Included in the purchase of the
and Criminal
Law on the
or (2) with up to eight gigabytes of
Sky wifi smartpen are 500 megabytes
North Shore
memory, which converts to about a
of storage on Evernote free; and notes
for the past
thousand pages of words, pictures
and audio stored in the cloud are
40 years. Mr.
and diagrams. Now, the best part for
available to you via any computer,
Pearlman also
authors
the
the slow paper transcriber is that the
operating system or Android mobile
nationally
pen also records audio during the
device.
syndicated, trademarked column
note-taking session, which can be
I myself use the four gigabyte
entitled “The Electronic Lawyer.”™
beneficial for meetings and lectures.
model and find that it has ample room
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for all that I could possibly need. Although the pen, at
first, takes a bit of getting used to, since it is a bit bulkier
than a regular size pen,
after a while you don’t
even think about how it
feels in your hand. The
set-up of the pen is an
easy task, since all of
the pen’s functions are
listed in the notebook;
just touch the pen to the
command you want and
it does what it says in the notebook.
Further, syncing the pen to Evernote is effortless. – I
have both an iPad and an iPhone and was able to retrieve
my work product on either device without any problems.
The Sky wifi smartpen has also been well received in the
technology world and few reviewers, if any, have found
much in the way of fault with it.
The folks at Livescribe have done a good job of
making paper and pen work well together, and for now,
the Sky smartpen provides the best features of paper
with an Evernote-driven twist that is very hard to ignore.
The Sky wifi smartpen is very effective on many levels
for students , office workers, and best of all, much of the
legal community that needs to capture precisely what is

said and done, in and out of the courtroom. On a scale
of 1 to 10, I give the new Sky wifi smartpen a rating of
9! The costs range from
$200 for the four gigabyte
pen on up. You can also
obtain all your paper and
extra supplies directly
from Livescribe.com or
Amazon.com. So here’s
wishing you good note
taking and going back to
basics, in the future!

“Capture precisely what is
said and done, in and out
of the courtroom.”

Old files cluttering up the office?
Come to the LCBA Annual Shredding Event
and destroy all your old files!

Friday, September 11, 2015
8:00 - 11:00 a.m.
LCBA Office Parking Lot
1-10 Boxes FREE
11+ (unlimited) - $25

You may also bring media (floppy disc,
cd-rom, etc.) and hard drives which will be
destroyed at the OSDD Northbrook facility,
for a small fee they will take your Hard Drive
($5 each) and Media ($.35 per pound).
Register online at www.lakebar.org
or call (847) 244-3143
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2015

Golf
Championship
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Save the Date
More information
coming soon!
October 20
Membership Luncheon

September 11
Shred Event
LCBA Office Parking Lot

October 23
Coffee in the Courthouse

Sepember 17-18
Criminal Law Seminar
Milwaukee, WI

October
Debtor Creditor Rights Committee Seminar

September 22
Membership Luncheon

November
ARDC Update with Jim Grogan
Membership Luncheon

September 25
Coffee in the Courthouse

November
Trusts and Estates Annual Seminar

October 3
Adopt A Highway Cleanup

December
Membership Holiday Party

Beginning September 1 through December 4,
2015 the Lake County Bar Foundation
will be selling Raffle Tickets for a

One week in the Presidential Suite
at the Pueblo Bonito Sunset Beach Resort & Spa
YOU PICK THE WEEK IN 2016!
The winner will be drawn at the holiday party on December 4, 2015
You do not need to be present to win

1 ticket - $25
5 tickets -$100
August 2015
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Board of Directors’ Meeting
June 25, 2015

T

he meeting was
called to order at
12:05 with the new
president stating that our
meetings are going to start
promptly b/w noon and
12:05.
AGENDA
• Consent Agenda
• Minutes from May
• New Member Report
Gary Schlesinger
moved to approve the consent agenda. It unanimously passed.
New members Patricia
Cornell and Joseph Fusz
were welcomed to their
first meeting.
TREASURERS REPORT
Proposal for Budget
Review/Approval
Process
There will be two teleconferences of the executive committee to discuss
the proposed budget. The
first will be on July 6 and
the second on July 20. The
budget will then be submitted to the full board for
approval.
Status of Membership
Dues (Invoiced and
Paid)
Electronic invoices
went out to the membership. A little less than
half of the membership
responded and paid. A
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second round of invoices
(paper copies this time)
went out following the initial electronic invoices.
A discussion was had
regarding the services
provided by the LCBA to
its members, namely how
the quantity and quality
of services have increased
substantially over the years.
Revised Family Law
Committee Seminar
Financials
There was a change in
the review of the financials from the Family Law
Committee program in Las
Vegas. The net earnings
from the seminar decreased from approximately $10,000 to approximately
$6,000 due to charges from
hotel that hosted the seminar. (Not enough of the
negotiated-rate rooms were
booked for the seminar
and the hotel, by contract,
was permitted to charge for
that loss).
Update on Committee
Chair Appointments
Letters will go out
today asking for “official”
acceptance of committee
chair positions. There will
be a mandatory leadership
luncheon on July 14 for
committee chairpeople.
Budgets (real, not aspirational) will be discussed.
We will also discuss how to

The

Meeting
Minutes
BY BRIAN J. LEWIS
SECRETARY

better our committees in
the year ahead.
Joe and Shyama will be
co-chairs of membership
committee.
Courthouse Access Pass
Update
From June 22 through
July 2 the LCBA staff was as
the courthouse to provide
new passes on the spot.
A number of people took
advantage of the process
and it went very smoothly.
For those who weren’t able
to make it to the courthouse, updated passes will
be available at the LCBA
office. The old (blue)
courthouse passes expire
on June 30.
Purchase of 300 Grand
Update
Closing on the building is scheduled for July 1,
2015 at 10:00 a.m. There is
one last inspection set (for
utilities) that was previously cancelled due to the
weather.

MEMBERS PRESENT
Michael J. Ori
President
Donald J. Morrison
First Vice-President
Jennifer J. Howe
Second Vice-President
Richard N. Kessler
Treasurer
Brian J. Lewis
Secretary
Keith C. Grant
Immediate Past President
Gary L. Schlesinger
Stephen J. Rice
Shyama S. Parikh
Hon. Daniel B. Shanes
Patricia L. Cornell
Joseph M. Fusz
Chris Boadt
Executive Director

The LCBA and the
Foundation will be negotiating a new lease for
the LCBA between now
and September 30, when

The

Bar

Grapevine

Joseph Fusz, wife Nicole and daughter Lana
welcome Joseph “Joey”
Michael Fusz, born July
1 at 7lbs 8oz and 20
inches long.
***
Jason and Kari Grindel
are the proud parents

the Association’s lease
expires.
We will be looking for a tenant for
the space next to ours
which is currently
occupied by the Swank
Insurance Company.
Contact Chris Boadt
if you are interested
in renting that space.
A discussion was had
relative to contacting
court reporting organizations to inquire as to
their interest in having
offices at this prime
Lake County location.
Request from AWALC
for Mailing Labels
The Association of
Women Attorneys of
Lake County requested
to purchase the LCBA
mailing labels to send
out its newsletter and
membership renewal
documents. AWA has

of a baby boy, Graham Layton Grindel, born
June 29 weighing in at 8 lbs. 6 oz., and 20.5
inches long.
***
Matthew L. Williams has been named the
managing partner of the Lake County office
of Salvi, Schostok & Pritchard P.C. He has
practiced with the firm since 2003, and was
named a partner in 2009.

done this in the past,
but the timing of this
request was discussed.
The LCBA is currently
sending out its own
membership renewal
documents and the
thought is that AWA’s
use of the LCBA labels
might reduce the LCBA’s own membership
renewal rate.
Rick Kessler made
a motion to allow the
AWA to purchase the
mailing labels now.
The motion unanimously passed. Joe
Fusz abstained.
Support of Grant for
Body Cams
The Board was
updated on a letter of
support President Ori
provided to Sheriff
Curran in conjunction
with his grant request
to provide body camer-

as for Lake County law
enforcement officers.
Golf Tournament
The tournament is
July 9 at Thunderhawk.
We already have 60
registered members!
We hope to get over 100
members to participate
and we are well on the
way.
(Don Morrison predicts he will lose again
in a playoff, which has
been the case for the
past few years. Come
watch as Don crumbles
under the pressure!)
Next meeting will
be Monday July 20
at noon at the LCBA
office.
Gary Schlesinger
moved to adjourn the
meeting. Steve Rice
seconded the motion.
Meeting was adjourned
at 1:30 p.m.

Bulletin
Board

Window office and work stations.
Includes kitchen, conference rooms,
photocopier, internet. Near Daley Center. Jon Anderson (312) 345-9999.

To place an ad or for information on
advertising rates, call (847) 244-3143

August 2015
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We are in Balance
BY CHRISTOPHER BOADT

D

uring the July meeting of the LCBA
Board of Directors,
the Board was presented
with a proposed budget,
fully vetted it, and then approved the budget for fiscal
year 2015-2016. The final approval resulted from many
volunteer hours of work
to ensure your Association
is fiscally responsible and
sound so that it can provide
the services and benefits
our members deserve.
Our income is derived from seven major
areas: Membership Dues,
Seminars, Events, Lawyer
Referral, The Docket, Products, and the management
of the Foundation. These
areas have remained fairly
consistent over the past few
years and are projected to
generate $471,500.
Expenses, however,
have been on the rise—just
as in our business and
personal lives. They required most of our Board
members’ attention to
ensure that the LCBA
operates within its means.
Expenses of the Association
fall in to nine major areas:
Payroll, Events, Seminars,
The Docket, Professional
Services, Credit Card Fees,
Member Meetings/Services,
and Office Facilities and
Overhead. Expenses are
projected to be $469,901,
resulting in a projected net
surplus of $1,599. The Board
will remain vigilant in monitoring income and expenses throughout the year.
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2015 Golf

Sponsors

Hole In One Sponsor:
Shakou Sushi
Libertyville, IL
Obstacle Course Sponsor:
Fidelity National Title
Eagle Sponsors:
Guardian Life Insurance
Company
Salvi Schostok & Pritchard, P.C.
Chicago Title Insurance
Company
Dudley & Lake
Carlson Dash, LLC
Clubhouse Sponsors:
Fidelity National Title
Tee Sponsors:
Hon. Valerie Boettle Ceckowski
Civil Division Judges
First American Title
Gartner Law Offices
Gibson & Associates Ltd.
Katz, Goldstein & Warren
Linn Campe & Rizzo
McDonald Hopkins, LLC
Ralph Schwab & Schiever, Chtd.
Sol Rappaport, Ph.D.,
Counseling Connections
Rosing Law Firm
Hon. Henry “Skip” Tonigan (Ret.)
Prize Donations:
Salvi Schostok & Pritchard, P.C.
Civil Trial & Appeals
Committee

